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INTRODUCTION 

Todd Groundwater (Todd), in partnership with Woodard & Curran (W&C), is pleased to submit 
this scope of work and cost estimate to prepare the Indio Subbasin Alternative Plan five-year 
update (Plan Update) for submission to the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) 
in accordance with the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). Coachella Valley 
Water District (CVWD), Coachella Water Authority (CWA), Desert Water Agency (DWA), and 
Indio Water Authority (IWA) collectively represent the Indio Subbasin Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies (GSAs). In January 2017, the GSAs submitted to DWR the 2010 
Coachella Valley Water Management Plan (2010 WMP), accompanied by a Bridge Document, 
as an Alternative to a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP). 

On July 17, 2019, DWR approved the Alternative Plan with a requirement to submit a Plan 
Update by January 1, 2022. The purpose of the Plan Update is to assess the implementation 
status of the Alternative Plan and, consistent with the goals of the 2010 WMP, evaluate 
whether current and future water demands in the Indio Subbasin are being reliably met in a 
cost-effective and sustainable manner. To comply with SGMA, the Plan Update must be 
completed in accordance with GSP regulations and address DWR recommendations 
presented in the Indio Subbasin Alternative Assessment Staff Report. 

This proposal presents proposed services to complete the Plan Update. The scope of work 
includes thirteen tasks that include the following components: 
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Task 1: Project Management 

Task 2: Assessment of the Alternative Plan (2010 WMP) 

Task 3: Development of a Work Plan to complete the Plan Update 

Task 4: Development/ Implementation of a Stakeholder and Public Outreach Plan 

Task 5: Description of Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model/ Groundwater Conditions 

Task 6: Update of Water Demand Projections and Water Supplies 

Task 7: Re-Evaluation of Projects and Management Actions 

Task 8: Groundwater Modeling (to support Water Budgets, Project Impacts 
Evaluation, and Sustainability Criteria) 

Task 9: Establishment of Sustainability Goals and Criteria 

Task 10: Establishment of a Monitoring Plan 

Task 11: Update of Emerging Issues (including Salinity Management, Climate 
Change, Salton Sea Restoration, and other challenges) 

Task 12: Update of the Implementation Plan 

Task 13: Development and Submittal of the Plan Update to GSAs, public, and DWR 

Estimated costs for each of the proposed thirteen tasks are subdivided into discrete subtasks 
to facilitate project coordination, scheduling, and budget tracking to ensure timely 
completion of interim and final deliverables. As presented in the project schedule, the scope 
of work culminates in the preparation and submittal of the Final Plan Update to DWR by 
January 1, 2022, incorporating public comments following a 45-day public review period of 
the Draft Plan Update. 

The scope of work will be performed by the GSAs' On-Call SGMA Support consultant team, 
Todd and W&C. The project will be directed by Edwin Lin, Principal Hydrogeologist with Todd 
and a California Professional Geologist (PG) and Certified Hydrogeologist (CHG). His team 
includes the following senior team members: 

• Rosalyn Prickett, Principal and Senior Water Resources Planner with W&C, will lead 
the public and stakeholder outreach development and implementation and supervise 
development of water demand projections and supply; 

• John Ayres, Technical Manager with W&C, will provide SGMA guidance and support; 

• Iris Priestaf, President with Todd, will serve as Technical Supervisor to ensure the 
technical competence and quality of the data collection and analysis, conclusions, and 
all deliverables; 

• Daniel Craig, Senior Hydrogeologist with Todd, will lead groundwater modeling tasks. 

In addition to internal staff, Todd and W&C will be supported by two subconsultants, Graham 
Fogg and Associates (GFA) and David J. Ringel Consulting Engineer (DJR). GFA is the original 
developer of the Coachella Valley groundwater model and brings valuable institutional 
knowledge of the groundwater model development and its application to water planning in 
the Indio Subbasin. DJR led the planning and water demand projection efforts for the 2010 
WMP and has been recently involved with improving estimation of water demand and 
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irrigation return flows in the Indio Subbasin. GFA and DJR will provide needed documentation 
of the existing model and water demand and return flow assumptions used in the 2010 WMP. 
They will also provide technical review of the groundwater model update and simulations 
completed by Todd. 

The Plan Update approach and scope of work by task and subtask is presented below. The 
proposed schedule of charges and schedule are provided as attachments at the end of this 
proposal. 

PLAN UPDATE APPROACH 

Our goal is to develop a Plan Update guided by the 2010 WMP goals and objectives and 
providing compliance with SGMA. To do so, we will leverage the institutional framework, 
evaluation approaches, communication channels, and other successful processes developed 
for the 2010 WMP. We recognize the Plan Update must also consider existing water 
management programs, including CVWD's Replenishment Assessment Charge (RAC) program 
and the Coachella Valley Integrated Regional Water Management (IRWM) planning process, 
as well as coordinate with neighboring basins. Specifically, the objectives of the Plan Update 
are as follows: 

• Bring forward the knowledge and successful planning and evaluation approaches 
developed for the 2010 WMP 

• Comply with GSP regulations, incorporating BMPs as applicable 

• Make best use of data and analysis tools/methods 
• Identify and evaluate relevant projects and management actions 
• Establish meaningful sustainability criteria 
• Coordinate with participating GSAs and adjacent GSAs 
• Provide transparency through comprehensive technical documentation and effective 

stakeholder and public outreach and communication 

The Plan Update is intended to provide a framework to provide maximum benefit to local 
groundwater users. Accordingly, our goal is to develop a "fit-for-purpose" Plan Update that 
meets the needs of the Indio Subbasin first, moves forward with a level of detail 
commensurate with available data and basin issues, and considers a long-term view of 
adaptive management. Implementing high-value projects and management actions that meet 
local sustainable criteria is a key objective. In compliance with the regulations, analyses must 
demonstrate how these projects achieve and maintain sustainability. We will evaluate new 
projects and management actions as well as those currently being implemented or under 
consideration by the GSAs and stakeholders. 

A key component of the Plan Update is the update and application of the Coachella Valley 
(Indio Subbasin) groundwater flow model (model) developed originally by CVWD. The model 
will be used to simulate groundwater response to historical, current, and future conditions, 
evaluate the impacts to groundwater from changing land use, projects, and management 
actions, and support the es~ablishment of sustainability criteria. The model was originally 
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developed in the late 1990s and was adapted to support the 2010 WMP and other basin 
management programs. However, physical coverages and data sources needed to develop 
model inputs (e.g., recharge and pumping) need to be updated. Additionally, the data 
sources, tools and methods used to analyze the data and prepare model input files, 
calibration, and simulation results have to be documented to allow current users to update 
and apply the model and offer basin managers the transparency needed to understand the 
model's accuracy and performance. Accordingly, this proposal includes a step-wise approach 
to assess the existing model, improve its performance (as needed), and apply the model to 
simulate future conditions to support the Plan Update. 

The proposed Plan Update also considers emerging issues, such as the status of the SNMP. It 
will also identify a groundwater monitoring program that leverages existing monitoring 
programs in the Indio Subbasin to reliably track groundwater level, storage, and water quality 
response over time. A key well network and monitoring and reporting program will be 
developed to ensure SGMA compliance. 

Assembling the technical information for the Plan is relatively straightforward, but obtaining 
stakeholder buy-in on the Plan Update can be a challenge. Accordingly, this proposal 
recognizes the importance of working collaboratively with stakeholders to develop a common 
understanding of hydrogeologic and water supply/demand conditions, define sustainability 
criteria, and evaluate and prioritize existing and new projects and management actions. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

A description of the proposed scope of work, divided into thirteen tasks, is presented below. 

Task 1. Project Management 

This task will cover project administration and communication between the consultants 
(Todd, W&C, GFA, DJR) and GSAs for the duration of the project. Three tiers of project 
coordination/communication are envisioned. This includes consultant team coordination calls 
(between consultants only), project coordination calls (between CVWD and consultants), and 
GSA meetings. The GSA meetings are intended to function as workshops to facilitate exchange 
of information and results, encourage discussion and feedback on analysis results and 
completed draft deliverables, and provide guidance on future analyses and deliverables. 

Task 1.1. Consultant Team Coordination Calls 
Weekly one-hour phone calls between Todd and W&C staff are included to coordinate 
staffing, task schedule and progress, and meeting preparation for the entire 115-week 
duration of the project. Coordination calls will be used to facilitate data and information 
exchanges, to discuss progress, and address items requiring action to ensure tasks progress 
smoothly. Conference calls may be split into 30-minute segments to allow for additional key 
staff to participate on a given call or to reserve time for more intensive periods when more 
coordination is required. Conference calls between Todd and GFA/DJR are also included to 
coordinate model-specific activities. 
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Task 1.2. Project Coordination Calls 
It is envisioned that project coordination calls between Todd and CVWD (and other GSAs) 
would occur on a bi-weekly basis on average. The purpose of the project coordination call is 
to discuss project progress, data and information needs, meeting coordination, outreach, and 
other exchanges to ensure the project scope, schedule, and budget remain on track. The Todd 
and W&C team will obtain feedback from CVWD on components of the Plan Update including 
technical memos, assessment of current Alternative Plan, work plan for Plan Update, SGMA 
projects and management actions, sustainability goals, and management criteria. Costs for up 
to fifty-eight (58) one-hour project coordination calls are included. 

Task 1.3. Kickoff and GSA Meetings 
We will facilitate and attend in-person the project kickoff meeting, assumed to occur soon 
after approval by the GSAs (assumed to occur on October 22, 2019). Project objectives, scope 
of work, schedule and expectations regarding project management will be reviewed with the 
GSAs. Additionally, the core representatives for each of the four GSAs (GSA Core Team) will 
be identified during the kickoff meeting. 

We will participate and facilitate in twenty-six (26) monthly meetings with the GSA Core Team, 
tentatively scheduled to occur on the 4th Wednesday of each month. The GSA meeting 
schedule is offset from the IRWM planning meetings that occur on the second week of the 
month. Costs assume attendance in-person once a quarter (for a total of 9 meetings). Web
enabled conference calls are assumed for the other two monthly meetings per quarter (for a 
total of 17 conference calls). 

GSA meetings are envisioned as workshops to discuss data collection, review progress, 
identify data gaps, present technical conclusions, and make recommendations for proposed 
tasks and prior to preparation of key deliverables. We will develop agendas, handouts, and 
meeting notes. The GSA Core Team will provide written and verbal feedback on all Plan 
Update information and contribute to decisions about technical methodologies, data, and 
analyses. 

Task 1.4. Budget Tracking, Invoicing, and Progress Reports 
Invoicing, budget and schedule tracking, and progress reporting will occur on a monthly basis 
extending over the 27 months of the project. 

Task 1.5. Call with DWR 
We will support the GSAs in scheduling and will participate in a one-time phone conversation 
with DWR to seek guidance and understand the DWR's expectations for Plan Updates for 
Alternative Plans. The phone conference is expected to last two hours. Preparation time is 
included in the cost. 

Task 1 Deliverables: 

• Monthly progress reports and combined invoices 

• Notes and action items from GSA Meetings and Project Coordination conference calls 
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Task 2. Assess Existing Alternative Plan 

The initial task for this project includes data collection and the assessment of the status and 
performance of the Alternative Plan. We will review growth and water demand and supply 
projections, evaluation methods, and implementation assumptions used to develop the 2010 
WMP. This work will be led by W&C staff. Additionally, we will document the existing 
groundwater model, methods/assumptions used to simulate future conditions and projects 
for the 2010 WMP, and existing model performance through WY 2018-2019. This work will 
be coordinated by Todd, with most of the work to be completed by GFA with assistance from 
DJR. Findings and recommendations will be documented in a technical memorandum (TM), 
providing the basis for development of the Work Plan for the Plan Update (Task 3). 

Task 2.1. Collect Data 
Following contract approval and receipt of a notice-to-proceed, we will prepare and submit 
to the GSAs a formal data request identifying the key datasets needed for the Plan Update. 
Responsible agencies and the preferred method for data sharing and tracking will be 
identified to ensure efficient and coordinated efforts. At a minimum, the data request will 
include the following: 

• DWR well completion reports (for supply/irrigation wells and monitoring wells) 
• Well construction information 
• Groundwater elevation 
• Groundwater extraction 

• Groundwater quality 
• Surface water quality 

o Imported SWP, CRW, recycled water 
o WWTP effluent discharges 

• Surface water deliveries 
• Water use by type 
• Conservation studies/status reports 
• GIS coverages of: 

o Land use 
o Annual crop reports 
o Jurisdictional boundaries 
o Wells, agricultural drains 
o Replenishment facilities 
o Treatment plant discharge locations 
o Septic tanks 
o Geology and faults 

For water monitoring data, we will work with the GSAs to identify the appropriate time 
periods for individual data types to be collected to allow for evaluation and documentation 
of historical trends. 
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Task 2.2. Assess Water Demand and Supply Projections 
We will review then-existing land use and growth and associated water demand and supply 
projections in the 2010 WMP and compare with actual changes in land use, growth, and water 
demand and supply conditions that have occurred since the WMP was developed. 

Projected versus actual project implementation related to water conservation, new supply 
sources, groundwater recharge, source substitution, and water quality protection will also be 
evaluated. 

Task 2.3. Document WMP Model Simulation Assumptions, Inputs and Results 
The existing CVWD Indio Subbasin groundwater model (model) will be used to support the 
Plan Update with the following specific objectives: 

• Development of historical, current, and future water budgets 

• Evaluation of groundwater response to proposed projects and management actions 

• Simulation of future groundwater conditions (including groundwater levels, storage 
and water budgets through WY 2069-2070) in response to future baseline 
conditions, with-project/program scenarios, and consideration of climate change 

• Prediction of future groundwater conditions to support establishment of 
sustainability goals and criteria 

Prior to applying the model to simulate baseline historical and future conditions, a thorough 
documentation is needed of the existing model input source data, key assumptions, pre
processing databases, spreadsheets, programs, and GIS files used to develop the recharge and 
pumping model input files. The existing model documentation will provide needed 
transparency to identify (1) the appropriate steps to incorporate more current land use data 
and water demand estimates, well coverages, and observation data through WY 2018-2019 
in a cost-effective manner and (2) adjustments to improve the model's predictive 
performance for the Plan Update. 

This task includes an all-day meeting that we envision will be a "hands-on" workshop stepping 
through the input data pre-processing procedures, using the spreadsheets, databases, and 
programs used to construct the MODFLOW input files. 

GFA and DJR will work collaboratively to prepare a TM describing the existing model inputs, 
including source data, pre-processing tools/methods, and assumptions on future 
conditions/projects incorporated in the model for the 2010 WMP Update and other updates 
performed since 2010. 

Todd will collate electronic copies of all spreadsheets, databases, data files, programs, and 
GIS files used to pre-process and post-process the model simulations. 

Task 2.4. Document Current Model Calibration Results 
Results of the model runs for the 2010 WMP will be evaluated to verify model performance 
through WY 2018-2019. Todd will provide GFA with simulated water levels and drain flows to 
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use as observations to compare model performance from WY 1996-1997 to WY 2018-2019. 
GFA will prepare a TM documenting current (baseline) model calibration that includes 
observed-simulated water level hydrographs and contour maps and observed-simulated 
drain flow charts. Recommendations will be provided in a TM identifying an appropriate 
strategy to incorporate measured (or more current estimates of) water level, pumping, water 
use, and return flows in the model. 

Task 2.5. Prepare TM - Alternative Plan Assessment and Recommendations 
Findings and recommendations from Tasks 2.2 to 2.4 will be documented in a Draft TM to be 
circulated to the GSAs for review. Comments will be incorporated in a Final TM. This TM will 
provide the basis for development of the Work Plan for the Plan Update (Task 3) . 

Task 2 Deliverables: 

• TM - Alternative Plan Assessment and Recommendations 

• TM - Calibration Results of Existing Model 

Task 3. Develop Work Plan for Alternative Plan Update 

Following the completion of Task 2, we will develop a refined Work Plan that incorporates 
recommendations in the Alternative Plan Assessment and Recommendation TM . 

Task 3.1. Evaluate Options and Identify Preferred Approach 
We will identify and discuss the pros the cons of Plan Update report structure and contents. 
We will work closely with the GSAs to identify the preferred methods to revising water 
demand and supply projections, updating the groundwater model, and addressing DWR Staff 
Assessment of the Alternative Plan. 

Task 3.2. Establish Project Milestones and Deliverable Schedule 
Project milestones and deliverable and meeting schedules will be developed based on the 
agreed-upon approaches to items in Task 3.1 and confirmed with the GSAs prior to finalizing. 

Task. 3.3. Develop Schedule/Protocols for Internal, Project, and GSA Deliverable Review 
We will confirm the protocols for coordinating conference calls, GSA meetings, public 
workshops, and tribal outreach communications. Review periods for the GSAs for proposed 
deliverables will be identified on a TM-specific level, given the variability in the volume, 
sensitivity of content, and interrelationships between certain deliverables. 

Task 3 Deliverables: 

• TM Work Plan for Alternative Plan Update 

Task 4. Develop and Implement Stakeholder and Public Outreach Plan 

Successful development of the Alternative Plan Update will depend on efficient outreach, 
education, and communication, and facilitation between the GSAs and local stakeholders. 
Stakeholder engagement includes efforts made to understand stakeholder concerns, educate 
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stakeholders on SGMA efforts, and involve stakeholders in the activities and decision-making 
process. W&C will lead this effort for the consultant team. 

Task 4.1. Develop Communication Plan 
The consultant team will initiate the Communication Plan with the GSAs (hereafter the "Core 
Team"), identifying and describing the activities necessary to engage stakeholders and the 
public. The Communication Plan will be developed consistent with the Scope of Work 
proposed here, within the framework of the Alternative Plan Update outline that incorporates 
GSP components. 

The Communication Plan will address outreach challenges including: building trust between 
residents, agricultural interests, and environmental interests; language barriers and the need 
for translation; relation to ongoing tribal litigation; and the need for strong but transparent 
facilitation. 

The Communication Plan will address: 

• Explanation of the GSAs decision-making processes 
• Identification of opportunities for public engagement 
• Discussion of how public input will be used 
• Descriptions of how GSAs will encourage active involvement of diverse social, 

cultural, and economic elements of the population 

• Descriptions of the methods used to inform the public about GSP implementation 

• Development of a project schedule 

• Data review and evaluation 

• Discussion of public access to existing and future monitoring data 

Draft and final versions of the Communication Plan will be developed for review and approval 
by the Core Team. 

Task 4.2. Develop and Maintain Stakeholder List 
We will develop and maintain a stakeholder outreach list for the Alternative Plan update 
process. This includes drafting email notifications at project milestones and announcing 
workshops. 

Task 4.3. Develop Website and Outreach Materials 
We will develop bilingual website text and layout for the Alternative Plan Update. This scope 
assumes that CVWD will host the website with information (text and graphics) provided by 
W&C. 

A Fact Sheet will be developed to explain the purpose and regulatory requirements for GSPs, 
as well as how the 2010 WMP serves as the basis for the Alternative Plan. This task includes 
development of up to three additional handouts or flyers explaining key information for the 
project. We will work with the Core Team so that handouts and flyers are distributed 
effectively. The engagement strategy will produce documents in English and Spanish. 
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Task 4.4. Public Workshops 
Nine (9) public workshops will be held on a quarterly basis, coinciding with in-person GSA 
meetings. The public workshops are intended to inform stakeholders of the Plan Update 
progress and solicit input on key decisions made throughout the process. Public workshops 
to address the Plan Update will include outreach to, at minimum, tribes, DACs, and 
agricultural and golf sectors. Draft and final agendas, presentations, handouts, and meeting 
notes will be prepared by W&C to encourage public engagement and provide workshop 
documentation. For costing purposes, it is assumed the public workshops will be two hours 
in duration and occur the day after the GSA meeting to minimize travel costs. 

Task 4.5. Targeted Outreach to Tribes 
Targeted outreach to the tribes within the Indio Subbasin will be conducted to ensure that 
the technical assumptions and approach used in the project are understood. This outreach 
includes up to five semi-annual meetings with tribal representatives and will occur on the 
same day as the public workshops (assumed to occur the day after in-person GSA meetings 
to reduce travel costs}. Draft and final agendas, presentations, handouts, and meeting notes 
will be prepared to encourage tribal participation and ensure proper workshop 
documentation. For costing purposes, it is assumed the tribal outreach meetings will be two 
hours in duration and occur the same day as a public workshop to minimize travel costs. 

Task 4.6. Outreach and Communication Documentation 
This task documents the outreach, education and communication performed during GSP 
development. Documentation will include identification of participants, the nature of 
consultation with parties affected by the GSP, a list of public meetings held where the GSP 
was discussed or considered by the GSA, and a collection and posting of comments received 
regarding the GSP. Meeting summaries and/or presentations will be compiled and included 
in an appendix of the GSP. All outreach documents and presentations will be provided in both 
English and Spanish to accommodate the primary languages of community members. This 
task will also be used to maintain the interested parties' list that documents people or entities 
who express interest in the GSP. 

Task 4 Deliverables: 

• Draft Communication Plan 

• Stakeholder List 

• Development of a Bilingual Website 

• Fact Sheets and up to 3 Flyers/Handouts 

• 9 Public Workshops 

• 5 Tribal Outreach Meetings 

• Meeting materials, agendas, and summaries 

• Compilation of all outreach performed for submittal with Plan Update 
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Task 5. Develop Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Groundwater Conditions 

The Indio Subbasin has been described briefly in the 2010 WMP; our approach to Task 5 is to 
build on this previous work and the Bridge Document to update and document the 
institutional, land use, hydrologic, and geologic setting of the Indio Subbasin Plan Area. 
Documentation in this task will support definition of historical, current, and future study 
periods for the water budget; the water budget will be assessed using the numerical model 
and will be documented in Task 8. 

This task will provide consistency with GSP Regulations and-more importantly-will provide 
a comprehensive context for the sustainability analyses. This task will be coordinated with 
Task 4 outreach and will involve systematic presentation of the institutional and physical 
context for everyone to have a chance to consider and comprehend. 

Task 5.1. Develop Introduction to Basin Setting 
This task will build on and summarize Plan Area information from the 2010 WMP and the 
Bridge Document. It will include description of the Plan Area as needed to introduce the Basin 
Setting (Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Groundwater Conditions in subsequent tasks) 
and to provide relevant information for later evaluation of sustainability criteria, monitoring, 
and management actions. This will include provision of updated information on land use, 
water demand, water supply sources, and water management projects. Maps will be provided 
as needed for example showing institutional boundaries and service areas, major surface 
water features, replenishment facilities, well distributions, agricultural drains, water 
reclamation plants, septic tank distributions, and updated land use. 

Task 5.2. Describe Basin Geometry 
This task will build on hydrogeologic information from the 2010 WMP and the Bridge 
Document. Using text, cross-sections, and maps, this task will summarize and update the 
description of the hydrogeologic conceptual model including local geologic setting, lateral 
basin boundaries, definable basin bottom, geologic features influencing groundwater flow, 
and principal aquifers and aquitards in the Indio Subbasin Plan Area. 

Task 5.3. Construct Detailed Hydrogeologic Cross Sections 
Two detailed hydrogeologic cross-sections of the Indio Subbasin will be developed. Detailed 
cross-sections will provide insight into the regional geologic and structural setting of the Indio 
Subbasin and provide geologic context for regional and local groundwater flow, groundwater 
quality distribution, and groundwater/surface water interactions. The cross sections will help 
communicate the spatial relationships between regional and localized aquifers, 
aquitards/aquicludes, and groundwater extraction that have been incorporated in the 
groundwater flow model. A detailed cross section of hydrogeologic conditions in the East 
Valley near the Salton Sea is particularly valuable for explaining the complex relationship 
between groundwater extraction, surface water deliveries for agricultural use, groundwater 
replenishment at the Thomas E. Levy facility, capture of shallow groundwater in agricultural 
drains, and subsurface flows between the Indio Subbasin and the Salton Sea over time. 
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Task 5.4. Document Historical and Current Groundwater Conditions 
Groundwater elevation data, hydrographs, and water quality data will be used to describe 
historical and current groundwater conditions. Consistent with DWR regulations, 
groundwater recharge and discharge areas will be delineated. Maps and figures will be used 
to describe (1) groundwater response to WMP elements, including groundwater recharge, 
source substitution, water conservation, and other programs over time and (2) surface water
groundwater interactions and, in turn, support the evaluation of Groundwater Dependent 
Ecosystems (Task 5.5). 

Our emphasis is to characterize the groundwater system to set the stage for evaluation of 
undesirable results, minimum thresholds, and measurable objectives with regard to 
groundwater levels, groundwater in storage, land subsidence, interconnection with surface 
water, salt water intrusion, and groundwater quality. These evaluations will rely primarily on 
the water level databases maintained by DWR and the GSAs. Groundwater contour maps 
prepared for the GWMP and annual reports for the Alternative Plan, along with other reports, 
will illustrate groundwater flow and water levels over time. Appropriate study periods will be 
defined to examine the aquifer response to trends of wet and drought cycles as evidenced in 
hydrographs and historical maps. 

Groundwater Levels: Current groundwater elevation contour maps for each principal aquifer 
will be developed to aide in the assessment of current groundwater conditions including flow 
directions and gradients, and seasonal highs and lows. Hydrographs at representative 
monitoring sites will be updated or developed for each principal aquifer to document long
term trends, historical high and low water levels, and hydraulic gradients between principal 
aquifers and increase understanding of interconnected groundwater/surface water systems, 
land subsidence and groundwater dependent ecosystems. 

Groundwater Quality: Understanding the vertical and horizontal distribution of target 
chemicals in groundwater is essential for establishment of sustainability criteria related to 
groundwater quality. Accordingly, we will identify and map key constituents of concern 
(COCs). We will develop regional-scale maps showing the ambient well concentration for 
target chemicals. We will work with the GSAs to determine the appropriate concentration 
statistic to show on each map (e.g., recent average, median, or other upper percentile, or 
detection frequency for organics). Depending on the number of wells with historical organics 
detections, grouping may be warranted. To the extent data are available, the maps will utilize 
aquifer assignments (shallow or deep) for evaluated wells already completed as a part of the 
2015 Draft SNMP. The new maps will then be compatible with the already constructed 
shallow and deep aquifer maps for TDS and nitrated presented in the SNMP. 

To illustrate contrasts in groundwater quality by depth, we will utilize vertical water quality 
cross sections covering the Indio Subbasin previously developed for CVWD, IWA, and CWA for 
various studies. The cross sections show the screen interval depth of wells, color-coded based 
on chemical concentration ranges. These have been developed using available well 
construction and groundwater quality data. Groundwater information will also be used to 
prepare plan-view maps showing representative concentrations of COCs with time
concentration plots for selected wells. Vertical hydrogeologic cross sections will be prepared 
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for COCs that have a sufficient distribution of sampling/analysis and frequency of detection 
above respective reporting limits. Based on review of historical water quality, we assume that 
the target COCs for water quality cross sections will include only hexavalent chromium, total 
dissolved solids (TDS), and nitrate. Additional COCs for plan-view maps may include arsenic, 
PFOS/PFOA, and perchlorate. 

An updated map showing locations of known areas of groundwater contamination will be 
included in the Plan Update. 

Groundwater Pumping: Annual volumes and snapshots of spatial distribution of groundwater 
pumping over time will be documented in annual bar charts and maps. Historical pumping by 
water use sector will be depicted to the degree that data will allow to identify recent trends. 

Land Subsidence: Text and maps will be developed describing the current extent, cumulative 
total, and annual rate of land subsidence. We will check for updates to the TRE Altamira lnSAR 
Dataset, provided by DWR through the SGMA Data Viewer, currently showing vertical ground 
surface displacement from June 2015 to June 2018. Land surface elevation data for the three 
USGS stations identified in the WY 2017-18 Annual Report - Palm Springs Airport, College of 
the Desert - Palm Springs, and Thermal Airport-will also be used to update the status of land 
subsidence in the Indio Subbasin. Additionally, we will incorporate findings from an ongoing 
USGS study of local land subsidence conditions based on data collected from 2010 to 2017. 

Task S.S. Prepare Draft Chapters - Plan Area, HCM, and Groundwater Conditions 
We will prepare administrative draft and draft chapters describing the Plan Area, HCM 
components, and groundwater conditions (including water levels, storage, and water quality). 
Comments received on administrative drafts will be incorporated into Draft Chapters for 
inclusion in the Administrative Draft Plan Update. 

Task 5.6. Identify Groundwater Dependent Ecosystems (GDEs) 
Methodologies to assess connected surface water and groundwater and to identify GDEs 
were relatively undeveloped at the time of Alternative Plan submittal and DWR maps of 
Natural Communities Commonly Associated with Groundwater (NCCAG) were not yet 
available. However, our team has developed a comprehensive and meaningful approach that 
includes desktop study, field assessment, reporting in a GOE Technical Memorandum (TM), 
and summation in the Alternative Plan Update document. W&C will take the lead on this 
effort. 

Preliminary Desktop GDE Assessment: Using GIS, we will conduct a preliminary desktop 
analysis of the DWR (NCCAG) geospatial data set. We will also review other readily available, 
public information, literature, and geospatial data resources that may be used to characterize 
the existing natural resources, vegetative communities, threatened and endangered species, 
hydrology, hydrogeology, ecological setting, and water quality of the proposed project area. 
Data resources include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Aerial photography, including USDA-NRCS National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) 
data and Microsoft Bing aerial imagery 
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• United States Geological Services (USGS) 7 .5-minute topography 
• USGS Geological Survey Hydrologic Atlas: National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) and 

USGS Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 8-digit maps 
• USDA-NRCS Soil Surveys 
• United States Fish and Wildlife Service {USFWS) National Wetland Inventory (NWI) data 
• USFWS Critical Habitat mapper 
• National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) 

mapper 
• NRCS land use/land cover and conservation plan data 
• California DWR list of impaired (303d/305b) waters (latest approved) 
• United States National Vegetation Classification (USNVC) data 
• USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) online data 
• California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Biogeographic Information and 

Observation System (BIOS) 
• CDFW California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) 
• LIDAR (as available for the project counties) 

If the data resources above are sufficient, we will develop a basin-wide geospatial data set 
and mapping of "probable GDEs" and "probable non-GDEs" within the Indio Basin. The data 
set and mapping will be used to assess potential impacts to GDEs and state and federal 
protected species resulting from management decisions related to the Alternative Plan 
Update. 

GOE Field Assessment: We will complete a preliminary field assessment of GD Es based on the 
results of the GIS analysis of NCCAG and other geospatial data sets. The field study will be 
conducted only on publicly accessible lands (including road right-of-way, parks, state/national 
forests, etc.) where the NCCAG data set indicates potential presence of GDEs. The field study 
will include general observation and documentation of the following ecological information: 

• Plant communities 
• Aquatic or semi-aquatic wildlife 
• Indicators of surface and subsurface hydrology 
• Presence of hydric soils 
• State and federal protected species habitat(s) 
• Other relevant ecological and hydrological data 

Photographs will be taken at GOE field assessment locations to document the ecological 
setting and hydrologic regime. Global Positioning System {GPS) points will be collected at the 
field assessment locations. Areas of known or potential protected terrestrial and aquatic 
species habitat(s) and migratory bird habitat will be incorporated into the field assessment as 
appropriate. Preliminary determinations will be made at field assessment locations as to 
whether an area would be classified as a GOE. 

GOE Report Preparation: We will develop a GDE Technical Memorandum documenting the 
project description and purpose, GDE study methods, results, and discussion. The report will 
include a project narrative, GIS figures, photographic appendix, and references. It is 
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anticipated that this report will be include as an appendix and summarized in the Update 
document. 

Task 5 Deliverables: 

• GOE Technical Memorandum (to be attached as an appendix) 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter for Plan Area 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter for Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter for Groundwater Conditions 

Task 6. Water Demand/Water Supply 

This task provides assessments of water demand and water supply; this is consistent with the 
established water management planning approach of the 2010 WMP Update that provided 
water demand and supply projections with five-year intervals out to 2045. This task will 
provide similar comparison of water demand and supply into the future, will inform Task 7 
identification and evaluation of projects and management actions, and will inform 
consideration of water budgets and future conditions for numerical modeling. W&C will take 
the lead on this task. 

Task 6.1. Update Water Demand Projections 
The WMP Updates have used 35-year projections in its last two plans, thus a 2020 Update 
could project through 2055. However, SGMA only requires water demand projections for 20 
years, through 2042. We will work with the Core Team to identify a final projection end date 
and then will use a data-driven approach to update demand projections based on anticipated 
changes in land use and urban growth. We will compile historical population and housing 
growth data, identify vacant lands slated for development, and work with Southern California 
Association of Governments (SCAG) and Coachella Valley Association of Governments (CVAG) 
to establish likely growth scenarios. Those scenarios will be validated against historical growth 
trends. Water production and billing data will be compiled for the water agencies within the 
Indio Subbasin. Water demands will then be calculated based on unit factors for each use 
sector, assuming both active and passive conservation savings. Water demand projections 
will consider forthcoming AB1668 indoor and outdoor water use standards. This proposal 
assumes data available through end of water year 2019 (September). 

Task 6.2. Update Conservation Goals 
The 2010 WMP presents water conservation as a management plan element, including 
discussion of goals and projections of water conservation savings. We will provide updates on 
water saving goals and performance, including consideration of upcoming reports such as the 
Urban Water Management Plan. 

Task 6.3. Update Water Supply Projections 

This task will provide an update of the Water Supply discussion in the 2010 WMP; we will 
evaluate water supply availability for current conditions and for the future (as defined in Task 
6.1). W&C will evaluate State Water Project (SWP) reliability per DWR1s SWP Delivery 
Capability Report and Colorado River reliability per the Lower Basin Drought Contingency 
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Plan. W&C will coordinate with Todd to establish update projected water supply based on 
available imported water for recharge. W&C will also evaluate projected supply from local 
surface water diversions and other supplies such as water purchases or transfers from water 
agencies in the Central Valley. We also will document recycled water supply from local water 
reclamation plants, including the uses of recycled water for irrigation of landscaped areas and 
for replenishment of groundwater. Future potential water recycling (for example from City of 
Coachella and Valley Sanitary District) will be discussed. 

Groundwater supply will be addressed in this section, commensurate with the discussion of 
other water supply sources; a detailed water budget for the groundwater basin will be 
documented in Task 8.4 as part of the update of the groundwater flow model. That discussion 
in Task 8.4 will provide details on groundwater inflows, outflows, and change in storage on an 
annual basis for historical, current, and future periods, consistent with GSP Regulations. For 
this Task 6.3, current average inflows and outflows (for example, over a ten-year period) will 
be compiled into a summary table along with projected groundwater inflows and outflows. 
Potential overdraft will be discussed in Task 8. 

Water use data will be summarized by water use sector and water source type including 
method and accuracy of measurement and reported in a table. 

Task 6.4. Evaluate Effects of Climate Change on Supply Reliability/Vulnerability 
We will evaluate the effects of climate change on supply reliability and vulnerability, 
identifying each of the Indio Subbasin supply sources (current and future) and characterizing 
the relative risk profile of each source. This task will characterize each source's expected 
disruption under each risk element and will evaluate conceptually the magnitude of the 
impact on each source. 

Task 6.5. Identify Future Shortfalls in Water Supply 
The project team (Todd and W&C) will provide an overall assessment of water demand and 
supply. Completion of this task will be pending results ofTask 8 modeling and will incorporate 
findings of the numerical model analysis to identify shortfalls in future supply and the 
groundwater balance. 

Task 6 Deliverables: 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter for Water Demand I Water Supply 

Task 7. Identify Projects and Management Actions 

This task includes the evaluation of projects and management actions (previously referred to 
in the 2010 WMP as Plan Elements). We will evaluate new projects and management actions 
as well as those currently being implemented or under consideration. 

Task 7.1. Re-Evaluate Projects and Management Actions 
We will identify and prioritize projects and management actions that are being implemented 
or may be implemented (as well as identifying those projects/actions that are no longer 
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technically or economically feasible). This will also include adaptive management actions that 
might be implemented should groundwater conditions not adequately respond to 
implementation of the Alternative Plan Update. 

Projects and management actions to be considered will be solicited as part of the outreach 
strategy, and will potentially include, but will not be limited to, these identified options: 

• Demand management and water conservation programs 

• Method or framework for water accounting 

• Improved managed aquifer recharge capabilities 

• Groundwater banking of CRA and SWP supplies 

• Groundwater banking and/or non-potable use of Coachella Canal supplies 

• Water exchanges between sub-basins 

• Purchase of new supplies 

• Non-potable reuse of wastewater 

• Education on and subsidies for agricultural water conservation 

• Capture of local stream flood flows for recharge of the groundwater basin 

• Development of a groundwater storage and recovery program 

Task 7.2. Evaluate Project Feasibility, Concept Design, and Costs 

This task will identify projects and management actions for consideration as part of 
Alternative Plan implementation. Each project or management action will be collected, 
described, and analyzed for effectiveness. Projects deemed as sustainable and reliable 
sources of water will be identified by stakeholders and compiled. This task will identify the 
benefits and limitations of each project option. Analyses will include evaluation of water 
supplies added (average yield, reliability, and variability), estimated project and unit water 
costs, project schedule, potential challenges, and water quality components. For each 
project, we will develop project descriptions, maps of project facilities, order of magnitude 
cost estimates, and other relevant documentation as needed to accurately describe each 
option. This task will assess up to six potential projects focused on contributing toward a long
term water supply solution for the Indio Subbasin. 

In performing this task, it is expected that the groundwater model updated in Task 8 will be 
used when appropriate, and other analysis methods will be used in areas where the model is 
not appropriate. Benefits of each alternative will be quantified to the degrees possible. For 
example, increases in groundwater levels and storage may be determined based on with- and 
without-project model simulations. The description of each project and management action 
will include, but will not be not limited to: 

• Detailed description, per regulations 

• Cost estimates and funding mechanisms 

• Public notice and outreach process 

• Summary of permitting and regulatory process 

• Explanation of benefits 
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• Explanation of regional and project economic benefits and/or impacts 

• Explanation of how the project will be accomplished 

• Explanation of the source and reliability of water if imported supplies are a part of the 

project 

• How the project is supported by the best available science 

• How uncertainty is considered 

• CEQA/NEPA considerations 

• Overall acceptability 

This task will culminate in a list of projects to be further analyzed and prioritized. 

Task 7.3. Prioritization of Projects and Management Actions 
We will perform an assessment of numerous alternative water management scenarios
projects, programs, and management actions or strategies-for managing groundwater use 
sustainably. Prioritization methodology will be discussed with stakeholders and a ranking 
system will be developed. The prioritization will consider at a minimum, water supply, water 
quality improvement, environmental components, and regional and economic benefits. Once 
the prioritization process is established, projects will be scored and ranked. As part of this 
process, each of the projects and management actions identified above will be prioritized. 
Projects meeting the most objectives and ranking the highest will be recommended for 
implementation. 

Task 7.4. Develop Management Program 
We will develop the management program that documents and plans the implementation of 
projects and actions in the plan area. The objective of the management program will be to 
achieve the basin's sustainability goal by including projects and management actions that will 
allow the basin to avoid undesirable results for each of the sustainability indicators in the 
future. The management program will identify management options, research and vet the 
management options, and select management options for implementation. The management 
program will identify implementation hurdles and provide a program summary. The program 
summary will describe how the program will meet sustainability targets and forecast the 
effectiveness of the program, as well as provide a list of management options. 

Task 7 Deliverables: 

• Management Program 

• Assessment of up to six potential projects 

• A prioritized list of projects and management actions 

• TM Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter - Projects and Management Actions 

Task 8. Groundwater Flow Modeling 

The Coachella groundwater flow model (model) will be used to simulate groundwater 
response to historical, current, and future conditions, evaluate the impacts to groundwater 
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from changing land use, projects, and management actions, and support the establishment 
of sustainability criteria. The existing model was previously adapted to support the 2010 WMP 
and other basin management programs. However, physical coverages and data sources 
needed to develop key model inputs such as recharge and pumping have not been 
comprehensively updated in the model since 1996. Accordingly, this proposal includes a step
wise approach to update the model through WY 2018-2019 and use it to simulate historical 
and future baseline and with-project scenarios. 

Task 8.1. Complete model update revisions - update datasets using new GIS pre-processors 
Upon completion of the existing model review (Task 2), Todd will prepare a new GIS-based 
source data management and pre-processing system and prepare the updated recharge, 
pumping, and boundary condition data sets and MODFLOW input files. Prior to simulating 
future conditions, assumed recharge and discharge rates in the historical model since 1996 
will be updated with actual rates or improved estimates to provide a valid historical simulation 
through WY 2018-19. Todd will work with GFA to update the database GIS and MODFLOW 
input files. 

Task 8.2. Perform Updated Historical Simulation through WY 2018-2019 
For this task, Todd will run and post-process the updated model for the period from WY 1996-
1997 through WY 2018-2019. GFA will provide technical review the updated model calibration 
and water budget output, as compared with the baseline model results to assess the effects 
of changes in recharge, pumping, and boundary condition inputs. Todd and GFA will jointly 
provide recommendations on any additional changes to the input data sets needed to 
improve model validity. 

Task 8.3. Perform Limited Local Improvements 
Following Task 8.2, we will compare simulated and observed water levels and drain flows 
through WY 2018-2019. If deemed appropriate, we may perform limited adjustments to 
selected model inputs to improve model performance. Improvements may include 
adjustment to (1) consumptive use and irrigation return flow factors applied to specific land 
use types, (2) lateral model boundary conditions, or (3) localized model layer elevations to 
better distribute pumping. Basin-wide changes to model geometry, layering, or aquifer 
hydraulic property distributions are not included, nor anticipated to be needed. GFA will 
provide technical guidance on model adjustments proposed by Todd, review revised model 
simulation results, and provide recommendations for the future simulations. 

Task 8.4. Develop Historical and Current Water Budgets 
The historical and current model water budget through WY 2018-2019 will be evaluated to 
assess local and regional groundwater storage changes, identify areas of depletion, and 
quantify benefits of managed aquifer recharge and other water management programs. 
Amounts of recharge and discharge, flow between subareas, surface water features, and 
drains will be tabulated. Historical water balance results will provide a baseline for simulation 
of future conditions and effects of management actions. 
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Task 8.5. Simulate Future Conditions through WY 2069-2070 
Hydrologic data and assumptions of future hydrologic and land use conditions will be 
developed (Task 8.5.1) and predictive model input data sets constructed for the period WY 
2019-2020 through WY 2069-2070. These will include future land use, projected water use 
and return flows, future groundwater development and pumping, future boundary conditions 
including Salton Sea levels, potential effects of climate change, and existing or planned 
projects and management actions. 

We will work with the GSAs to develop implementation assumptions for prioritized projects 
and management actions evaluated in Task 7 for inclusion in future model simulations. The 
model will be applied to analyze these strategies individually and/or in combination to provide 
a basis for development of sustainability criteria and minimum thresholds. The groundwater 
model will analyze these strategies against a baseline future scenario, following guidance in 
the regulations on future water budgets. As per the regulations, various climate change 
scenarios, currently under development by DWR, will also be considered in the analysis. 
Predictive simulation results will be compared with the established sustainability goals (Task 
9) for basin water levels, storage, subsidence, and surface water/GDEs. Model results will also be 
used to inform predicted future water quality conditions, as compared with water quality 
sustainability criteria. 

Estimated costs for this task assume up to five future model simulations. Assumed scenarios 
include one (1) Future No-Project (Baseline) Scenario, three (3) with-Project Scenarios, and 
one (1) with-Project Scenario incorporating the effects of climate change. 

Task 8 Deliverables: 

• TM Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter - Groundwater Modeling Documentation 
and Water Budgets 

Task 9. Establish Sustainability Goals and Management Criteria 

Existing information from the WMP and CVWD Engineering Reports will be used as the 
foundation for understanding the monitoring needed to detect future undesirable results, 
and to identify how to establish sustainable management criteria for the Indio Subbasin. Each 
of the sustainable management criteria will be developed with significant input from the Core 
team and interested parties. If management area-specific criteria are developed, a specific 
rationale will be provided. 

Task 9.1. Establish Sustainability Criteria and Goals 
The sustainability goals for basin water levels, storage, water quality, subsidence, and surface 
water/GDEs will be defined. As appropriate, sustainability goals for individual management 
areas and subareas will be developed. An explanation of how the sustainability goal is likely 
to be achieved and maintained through the planning and implementation horizon will be 
developed. 

Task 9.2. Evaluate Undesirable Results 
An undesirable result narrative will be developed for each sustainability indicator. Conditions 
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in the Indio Subbasin will be evaluated to determine if undesirable results are currently 
occurring. The evaluation of undesirable results will include a description of the potential 
effects on the beneficial uses and users of groundwater, on land uses and property interests, 
and other potential effects that may occur or are occurring from undesirable results. 
Documentation will include a description of methodology used to identify undesirable results, 
and maps of the locations of any undesirable results that are occurring, based minimum 
thresholds. 

Task 9.3. Assess Minimum Thresholds 
Minimum thresholds for each sustainability indicator will be established directly using 
representative monitoring or proxy monitoring to detect conditions indicating undesirable 
results. The methodologies used to set minimum thresholds will be documented and will 
explain how the thresholds selected will prevent the occurrence of undesirable results. 
Minimum thresholds will be presented using maps, graphs, and tables. 

Task 9.4. Identify Measurable Objectives and Interim Milestones 
This task will develop the measurable objectives, interim milestones and a margin of 
operational flexibility, in conjunction with the minimum threshold task. These sustainability 
criteria will be established directly on representative monitoring or proxy monitoring to cover 
each sustainability indicator. The methodologies used to set the sustainability indicators will 
be developed and documented. Objectives and indicators will be presented using maps, 
graphs, and tables. 

Task 9 Deliverables: 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapters -Sustainable Management Criteria 

Task 10. Establish Monitoring Plan 

A representative monitoring network will be developed by selecting a subset of the 
monitoring network for the Indio Subbasin. The representative monitoring network will be 
developed for water levels and water quality; an analysis will be conducted to identify the 
appropriate representative networks or identification of proxy monitoring for storage, 
groundwater quality, seawater intrusion, subsidence, and surface water interaction. 

Task 10.1. Establish Representative Groundwater Monitoring Network 
We will update the monitoring network and monitoring protocols with the collection of data 
of sufficient quality, distribution, and frequency to characterize groundwater and related 
surface water conditions and to track changes, including short-term, seasonal, and long-term 
trends, in accordance with GSP regulations. We assume that the existing monitoring networks 
and protocols used by the GSAs will provide a strong starting point for the Plan Update. 
Monitoring will likely need to be expanded beyond current programs to include the ability to 
monitor for each of the minimum thresholds or to address technical deficiencies and/or data 
gaps. 

Groundwater and surface monitoring in the Indio Subbasin Plan area have been conducted 
for decades. Accordingly, historical and current monitoring programs provide many 
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opportunities for designation of representative sites, including wells that have been long 
monitored and deemed suitable for the CASGEM program with appropriate well construction 
information. Consistent with GSP Regulations, these will be evaluated and documented in 
terms of distribution (areal and vertical) and density, suitability to monitor sustainability 
indicators, and representation of general conditions in an area. 

Task 10.2. Establish Surface Water, Drain, and Land Subsidence Monitoring Plan 
Surface water, drain, and land subsidence monitoring will support assessment of progress 
toward measurable objectives for sustainability indicators. Thirteen USGS gaging stations 
measure streamflow in the Indio Subbasin with one measuring flow into the Salton Sea and 
two measuring inflow of Colorado River Water (CRW) for groundwater replenishment (GWR). 

Land subsidence in the Coachella Valley will continue to be monitored in cooperation with 
the USGS. The four-year study started in 2014 by CVWD and USGS is analyzing changes in the 
land surface from 2010 to 2017. The available GPS data collected at the Palm Springs Airport 
(PSAP), College of the Desert (COTO), and Thermal Airport (TMAP) will be used to establish a 
land surface elevation change map which will be included, evaluated, and discussed in the 
Plan Update. DWR mapping of land surface displacement also will be reviewed. 

Task 10 Deliverables: 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter of Monitoring Plan 

Task 11. Update Emerging Issues 

Potential challenges to water management in the Indio Subbasin were identified in the 2010 
WMP. These include water quality challenges (salinity management and new COCs), Salton 
Sea restoration, climate change, and subsidence, among others. This task will include review 
of previously identified emerging issues and new issues with the GSAs and development of 
approaches and narratives to address these concerns. 

Task 11.1. Assess SNMP Status and Approach to Address RWQCB Findings 

We will work with the GSAs to review the current state of the Coachella Valley Salt and 
Nutrient Management Plan (SNMP), including the current perspective and anticipated actions 
of the Regional Water Quality Control Board - Colorado River Region. We will confirm 
whether groundwater quality mapping proposed in Task 5 may be useful in demonstrating 
progress by the GSAs in addressing salinity management concerns. 

Task 11.2. Identify Additional Emerging Concerns 

We will work with the GSAs to address additional emerging issues, such as changes in water 
quality regulations related to hexavalent chromium and PFOS/PFOA compounds. 
Groundwater quality concerns expressed by DWR in the Staff Plan Assessment report will be 
addressed in the HCM (Task 5). 

Task 11 Deliverables: 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter - Emerging Issues 
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Task 12. Update Plan Implementation 

We will develop the Introduction and Executive Summary chapters of the Plan Update. The 
Introduction will include: 

• A list of references and technical studies relied upon for development of the update 

• Agency information for the GSAs, including points of contact, legal authority to 
update the plan, and the management structure of each agency. 

The Executive Summary will include summaries of the contents of the Alternative Plan 
Update, including: 

• Administrative information, 

• Basin setting, 

• Sustainable management criteria, 

• Monitoring networks, and 

• Projects and management actions. 

Draft version of the Introduction and Executive Summary chapters will be developed and 
circulated to the Core Team. 

Task 12.2. Plan Implementation 
Following on the evaluation of past plan performance, the project team will develop/update 
the Plan Implementation chapter for the CVWMP Update. This scope assumes that Projects 
and Management Actions chapter will remain stand-alone and the Implementation chapter 
will focus on policy or programmatic decisions relative to plan implementation. 

The Plan Implementation chapter documents how implementation actions will be performed 
and work together to maintain compliance with the regulations and to achieve sustainability. 
The implementation plan will include the management program, implementation schedule, 
GSP costs and funding, data management updates, model updates, and other GSP 
implementation activities. The Plan Implementation will include the following activities: 

• Implementation Schedule and Reporting - Develop the GSP's implementation 
schedule, which will document when various GSP components will be conducted. 
Describe the activities and timing of activities needed to prepare the annual GSP 
report and the 5-year update reports required by regulations. 

• Implementation Costs and Funding - Prepare cost estimates to determine the 
expected costs of GSP implementation. The cost analysis will consider monitoring 
activities, data management activities, implementation of projects and management 
actions, GSAs management (staff costs and overhead costs}, as well as reporting costs 
for the annual reports and 5-year updates and reporting required by regulation. It will 
describe how the GSAs will fund GSP implementation. Potential funding mechanisms 
may include the use of grants, assignment of fees and fines, income from water 
market management (if used}, and other methods as identified during analysis. The 
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description of funding will be developed with input from GSA representatives and will 
consider legal limitations and hurdles (such as Proposition 218) to funding options. 

• Parties Affected by GSP- Identify and describe the parties potentially affected by the 
GSP and the nature of consultation with those parties. The description will include 
the land uses and property interests affected, and the types of parties affected. 

• Effects of Undesirable Results on Beneficial Uses - Evaluate the potential effects of 
undesirable results on beneficial uses in the basin. Evaluation will consider all six 
undesirable results, and their effects on beneficial uses of groundwater such as: 
domestic uses, municipal uses, irrigation uses, industrial uses, federal lands, 
disadvantaged communities, and other uses including property interests. 
Disadvantaged communities will be especially considered as the GSP has potential to 
affect many aspects of the communities, from employment to the availability of 
health care. If undesirable results are thought to be currently occurring, this task will 
evaluate the effect of these undesirable results on beneficial uses. 

• Groundwater Model and Data Management System Implementation - Document 
how the groundwater model will be used and updated during future GSP 
implementation, especially at the 5-year updates. Include data updates, future model 
runs and calibration, and how model use will be documented. Planning will also guide 
the GSP's use of the OMS during implementation. This task will describe the 
methodology to be used to collaborate and collect data from other agencies, and 
state and federal agencies. OMS maintenance activities and quality assurance/quality 
control (QA/QC) planning for data to be entered into the OMS will also be 
documented. 

Draft and final versions of the Plan Implementation chapter will be developed and circulated 
to the Core Team. 

Task 12 Deliverables: 

• Draft Introduction Chapter 

• Draft Executive Summary Chapter 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter for Administrative Information 

• Administrative Draft and Draft Chapter Implementation Plan 

Task 13. Develop and Submit Alternative Plan Update 

Draft chapters of the Plan Update developed under the previous tasks will be compiled in an 
initial Plan Update document. Time for review and comment by the GSAs and incorporation 
of comments received are included. For costing purposes, we assume that an initial 
Administrative Draft and three revisions (Screencheck Draft, Public Draft, and Final) are 
needed. An Administrative Draft will be prepared for the Indio Subbasin GSAs staff to review 
and provide comments. These comments will be incorporated into a Screencheck Draft 
subject to an additional internal review to ensure that comments were appropriately 
managed. A Public Final Draft will be prepared to allow sharing with stakeholders and general 
public. Comments received will be incorporated in a Final Plan Update. For costing purposes, 
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electronic submittal of all draft documents is assumed. Final delivery of 10 hard copies of the 
Final Plan Update is assumed. 

Task 13.1. Outline, Style Guidance & Administrative Record 
Based on the Plan Assessment TM, Project team will develop a GSP outline that will be used 
for the GSP document development. This task will also prepare a GSP report style guide for 
distribution to authors during GSP development. The style guide is valuable for guiding report 
authors during report writing to ensure report sections are formatted similarly and use 
consistent terminology when describing GSP components. 

This task will also include tracking references used during GSP preparation in the form of an 
Administrative Record. GSP regulations require that a copy of every reference used in GSP 
preparation that is not easily available be included with the GSP submission. This task will 
collect copies of all references used in the report for compilation and submittal along with the 
completed GSP. 

Task 13.2. Prepare Administrative Draft Alternative Plan 
Project team will prepare an administrative draft of the GSP and supporting appendices. The 
administrative draft will be reviewed by the Core Team staff and other stakeholders involved 
in the GSP development process. After comments on the administrative draft are received, 
they will be compiled and a response to comments will be prepared. Comments incorporated 
into the GSP will be used to prepare the public draft of the GSP. 

Task 13.3. Prepare Screencheck Draft Alternative Plan 
Project team will incorporate all Core Team comments on the Draft Alternative Plan and 
provide a track version for their review, to confirm correct incorporation of all comments. 

Task 13.4. Prepare Draft Alternative Plan 
Project team will incorporate GSA comments on the Screencheck Draft Alternative Plan and 
prepare a public draft of the Alternative Plan and supporting appendices. The Draft 
Alternative Plan will be circulated for public review and comment. 

Task 13.5. Prepare Final Alternative Plan 

Project team will prepare a Final Alternative Plan and supporting appendices. After comments 
on the public draft are received, they will be compiled and a response to comments document 
will be prepared. Comments on the Draft Alternative Plan will be used to prepare the Final 
Alternative Plan. Once finalized, the Final Alternative Plan will be adopted by the GSAs and 
submitted to DWR by January 31, 2022. 

Task 13 Deliverables: 

• GSP outline and style guidance 

• Administrative Record 

• Response to comments matrices {3} 

• Electronic version (PDF format) of Administrative Draft Alternative Plan 
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• Electronic version (PDF format) of Screencheck Draft Alternative Plan 

• Electronic version (PDF format) of Public Draft Alternative Plan 

• Electronic version (PDF format) of Final Alternative Plan 

• 10 printed copies of the Final GSP 

• Appendices for GSAs and DWR submittal 

COST ESTIMATE 

The estimated costs by task are summarized below. 

Estimated Project Costs 

Task Total 
Cost 

1. Project Management $277,725 

2. Assess Existing Alternative Plan $174,044 

3. Develop Work Plan for Alternative Plan Update $13,981 
4. Develop and Implement Stakeholder and Public Outreach Plan $102,977 

5. Construct Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model and Describe $117,562 
Groundwater Conditions 

6. Water Demand/ Water Supply $85,782 
7. Re-Evaluate Projects and Management Actions $77,134 

8. Groundwater Flow Modeling $394,995 

9. Establish Sustainability Goals and Management Criteria $82,427 
10. Establish Monitoring Plan $19,049 

11. Update Emerging Issues and Plan SNMP Update $12,216 

12. Update Plan Implementation $28,343 
13. Develop and Submit Alternative Plan Update $94,953 

Total Costs $1,480,186 

Contingency $75,000 

Total Costs(+ Contingency) $1,555,186 

A schedule of charges by labor category along with a budget breakdown showing estimated 
hours by subtask is provided as an attachment at the end of this proposal. 

A project contingency of $75,000 (roughly 5% of total project costs) is included to account for 
additional levels of effort not possible to foresee at this time. The contingency may be applied 
to accommodate additional public workshops, tribal meetings, and/or stakeholder 
coordination. Additionally, for the groundwater modeling tasks, we have estimated levels of 
effort in updating and predicting land use, recharge parameters, and future scenarios to be 
simulated. Contingency may be useful for additional modeling efforts associated with analysis 
and simulation of complex land and water use scenarios and simulation of additional 
management actions and, in turn, future scenarios beyond the 5 scenarios assumed in Task 
8. 
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SCHEDULE 

The proposed project schedule is attached at the end of this proposal. As shown in the 
schedule, we assume the project will commence upon receipt of a notice-to-proceed 
following Board approval on October 22, 2019. We have sequenced tasks to allow for the 
progressive build-up of technical knowledge leading to the submission of the Plan Update to 
DWR by the January 1, 2022 deadline. 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide a proposal on this interesting project and stand 
ready to initiate the project on your approval. Please feel free to contact us with any questions 
or comments that you may have. 
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Proposed Project Schedule 
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Proposed Project Schedule 
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Proposed Project Schedule 

Tuk?-:R-~v..iUillaPi"01ec.;t-.. dnd M,1n.1gerheri Al.hons 

Fr~u•ncyJ 
Duratla n 

Job Name: Allematlve Plan Update. Task Order 2 
Client: Coachella Valley Water District, Coachella Waler Aulhor!ly, Desert Waler Agency, Indio Water Aulhor!ly 

Date: 1Dnl2D19 
Job Number: PROPOSAL 
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Proposed Cost Estimate 

Job Name: Ntamatht•PlanUpdala-TaskOtdef2 
Chnt: Coadlella Vahy Waln Dts1rkt. Coachela Wal• Aulhoflty, Dnllft Wat« Agency, tndM Wat., Authoftty 

Dale: 111f7'2011 
Job Number: PkOP'OSAL 
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Proposed Cost Estimate 

Job Name: Mernadve Plan Update • Tak Otder 2 
C .... : Cooc-ValleyWalwrDls1rtc1, Cood>olloWolflAuthority,DH_.,WolflAgency,lndlo-

Date: 10l712D11 
Job N_,: PIIOl'OSAL 
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Proposed Cost Estimate 

Job Name: Altefn■tiv• Plan Up,d;ate • T•k Order 2 
Chnt: Coad.Na Val..., Watff Dbtrlct. Coact•la Wlllfl Autherity, Desert water Agency, India W.... Authortty 

Date:1Gl712DII 
Job Numltef: PIIOl'()SAL 

O.vtll DJR ·- ..... , 
1011MaurtvPl:atH $471 

Taak 1- ,rolect Mananment 
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Proposed Cost Estimate 

Job Nam.: Alt.rnalfve Plan I.Jpdatl • Tnk OnMf 2 
Chnt: CoacheMa YalayWatet' Dtst:rk:t. CNchefla Water Authottty, Desert Watltf Agency, lfMffo waur AMthority 

Dat•:10l7/2011 
Job~ PROPOSAL 
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Proposed Cost Estimate 

Job Name: AMernativ• fllan Upcta. • Tuk Order 2 
Client: Cuchela Vallay Wat« Dlstrlct. Coadle .. Watar Authority, Dnffl Water Agency, Indio Waler Authority 
o.te: 1Gl7/201I 

JoloN-.: P..Ol'OSAL 

201t""------ Ratn 

Task I • Groundwater now MMdln.1: 

113 Perform lmatd loc:al im,rcwemenb {I needed! 

1153 Sffl"'-IUMe baNlineandlWllh•Pl'"JKl: Kltfl■tlOS 
(5scen■nMI 

ftesafyn .kthn ...... Warten MIIUlltN Nicole 

Wollkl MNMn QNCQ EtfMIH MINyCaffl,n ~ 

nu 1111 mt 

~a.ti• Mk'9AHt. .-r.,. 
Ent 1 S,.C■ltt Ofllflc Alt. A .. I. 

IHI SHI 

W&C ...... Toal ...... 
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115 4 Smulateeftectsofdmatech■nge(11nnana) 

6 550\ltjNt tuMe~ 1r,9' antlOowbwget1nwlta I: ~ S 

~,.- ~-,~- ,.- ,-M~- ~- C-h.- ,-,a-- -_,.- ,-,_- ~- Oocum--- - -- -l---+--+---+--+--+------+------l------l-----1------1------lf---t--~I~--'-+-~ : 

Task I Estimated Cost 

Task !I • Establlsh SustaJnablllty Goals and Manq:ement 
Criteria 

Task 9 Estimated Cost 

Task 10 • Establbh Monltorlnr: Plan 
101Emblllh,..,esen■IHel1'0U""'-tal'fflOMOfll'IOn•l'NDl'kP111vel1and _,er ... ,.w.., 

1..,..-,ctbt,fnti--'~..--. ~ and 

Task 10 Estimated Cost 

Task 11 - Update Emel'I~ luues and Pbn SNMP Update 
Tnk 11 1 AIMSI SN'-P statu1 end app,oach ta addfH& R\o\QCB ........ 
Tau1,2llfendv1Haon.alemel'IWtoconcern1 

T■H 11 3PrN&r■ TMOraftChut.tEmef'INrWIIMU"and SNMPUDdallt 

Task 11 Estimated Cost 

Task 12 - U~ate Plan IIINHmentatJon 

121Pl1nlntodudlon&E•ecutiv15ummar 

12lPrH■r•OtaftChaatfllmel•m•nta'-nPlan 

Task 12 Estimated Cost 
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Proposed Cost Estimate 

Job Name: .t.tternatwaPlan Updata - TnkOr1Mf2 
c:; ;:;: Yalteyw..t.t' District. Coachda wae., Authority, O.Ht1 Watar Agancy, Indio Water Authority 

JobNumlMt: PltOf'OSAL 

Task I -GfoUMwaterflowMNeNna: 
I 1Cam,l,ft_,..l~t t.•.,..HIIMU•nd\lMNW01S 
pte-proc 

92PetfofmbnttWlehaabncalu,wlahonthr-hWV"""1"-1!il 

53Pertormll1\Mdlocalmpu,v•m11nts(llnHded) ----

:;:.!n.t;-• al'ld IICCHporate NNfe hydrologic and land use 

153SimulatelUMebaulineal'ldl'Ndh•PfOfKISC:enanos 
C5scenaricttl 

&550vq,utfwNl•~1Jftelandtlowbud9e1tnllb 

IIIIPrepat■ TMC>tattChapteJGrvu~rMNei.tgOoaimenta:,i,n 

T•sk I Estimated Cast 

Task!• EstaltNsh SustatnabiUty Goah and Manacement 
Criteria 

II 4 IIMntlymHwnrible objert,,,n and neum ffllnW)ftn 

T .. k 9 Estimated Cost 

Task 10 • Estaltlflh MonltorfN Plan 
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T•sk 10 Estimated Cost 

Task 11- Update Emerr:~..!!!.!:!!.s and Plan SNMP U~ 
Task111 Aaseu 9D.Flb!:i,,1a11dapjtf-.:h 11D adlllnaflW)C8 
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r .. k 11 Estimated Cost 

Task 12 • U~ate Plan lmplsmentatlon 

T•sk 12 Estimated Cost 
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Ptoposal for lrdto Subbasin Allemalive Plan Five-Year 
Update In Accordance with SGMA 
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